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Abstract
Convolution operators on Lpp0, 1q have many similarities with the classical
Volterra operator V , but it is not known in general for which convolution
kernels the resulting operator behaves like V .
It is shown that many convolution operators are cyclic, and the cyclic
property is related to the invariant subspace lattice of the operator, and to
the behaviour of the kernel as an element of the Volterra algebra.
The convolution operators induced by kernels satisfying a smoothness
condition near the origin are shown to have asymptotic behaviour that matches
that of powers of V , and a new class of convolution operators that are not
nilpotent, but have kernels that are not polynomial generators for L1p0, 1q,
are produced.
For kernels that are polynomial generators for L1p0, 1q, the corresponding
convolution operators are shown to have the property that their commutant
and the strongly-closed subalgebra of BpLpp0, 1qq they generate are equal.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The classical Volterra operator, the indefinite integral, has been much stud-
ied over the years, and interesting discoveries about it are still being made.
For example, in [12], Gallardo and Montes demonstrate that the Volterra
operator is not supercyclic, thus solving a conjecture of Salas.
The Volterra operator can be regarded as a special example of a more
general class: the convolution operators. In general, convolution operators
have been much less well-studied. As all convolution operators are quasi-
nilpotent, spectral theory does little to help study them, and other methods
must be employed. For something of a survey of complex analytic methods
with regards to convolution operators, see [11].
Given that the Volterra operator has been so well-studied, often ques-
tions about convolution operators take the form: “for which kernels does
the corresponding convolution operator behave like V ?” The answer can
sometimes be surprisingly many; in [10], Eveson shows that for any abso-
lutely continuous kernel k, the corresponding convolution operator Vk is not
supercyclic.
This is the motivation for this thesis: for three properties known about
the Volterra operator, I attempt to provide answers to the question “for
which kernels does Vk behave like V ?”
The first property looked at is that of the cyclicity of Vk. This is a
property related to the supercyclicity of Gallardo and Montes’ paper, but
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the Volterra operator is a cyclic operator. In Chapter 3, it is discovered that
Vk is cyclic for a large class of k; in particular, Vk is cyclic if k is a polynomial
generator for L1p0, 1q.
In Chapter 4 the behaviour of iterates of Vk in the opertor algebra is
related to the behaviour of iterates of k in the convolution algebra. The
main result here is a slightly more general version of a theorem by Eveson
[9], which provides some new asymptotic results, based around a kernel that
has been previously studied [2].
Finally, in Chapter 5 a result of Erdos [7] is extended to show that, if k
a polynomial generator for L1p0, 1q, then the commutant of Vk is as large as
it could be.
Throughout the theme is that “nice” properties of k translate into “nice”
properties of Vk.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
2.1 Lp-spaces
[15, 3] Let X  R, X  R  or X  p0, 1q, and let MpXq denote the set of
real-valued measurable functions with domain X. Fix p P r1,8q. For any
f PMpXq the p-norm of f is denoted }f}p and defined by
}f}p 
»
X
|fptq|p dt

 1
p
.
For p  8, the 8-norm of f PMpXq is defined by
}f}8  infta P R : |fptq| ¤ a for a.a. t P Xu
(this is also known as the supremum norm, as }f}8 is also called the essential
supremum of f).
Then for p P r1,8s the set LppXq is defined by
LppXq  tf PMpXq : }f}p   8u.
This is easily seen to be a vector space, and in fact is a normed space with
the p-norm defining a norm on LppXq, where elements of LppXq are regarded
as equivalence classes of functions which differ only on a set of measure zero.
It is customary to continue to refer to elements of LppXq as “functions”, and
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to treat them as such in most instances, remembering always that they are
in fact equivalence classes. For each p P r1,8s the space LppXq is complete
in its norm, so that it is a Banach space.
2.2 Convolution
For any f, g P L1pRq, define their convolution product (or just “the convolu-
tion of f and g”) as
hptq 
» 8
8
fpt sqgpsq ds
for all t P R [15, §8.13]. Clearly h is a measurable, real-valued function; in
fact, h P L1pRq, and }h}1 ¤ }f}1 }g}1. The convolution of f and g is denoted
f  g, which leads to the more familiar inequality
}f  g}1 ¤ }f}1 }g}1 . (2.1)
It is easily verified that convolution is commutative (f g  g f) associative
(pf  gq  h  f  pg  hq), and distributes across addition (pf   gq  h 
pf  hq   pg  hq) and scalar multiplication (pαfq  g  αpf  gq). For any
n P N, define fn as f convolved with itself n-times: fn  f      f .
This definition can be extended to L1pR q by embedding L1pR q into
L1pRq by
pEfqptq 
$&
%fptq t ¥ 00 t   0
for each f P L1pR q, which is clearly an isometric embedding. Then for
f, g P L1pR q their convolution product can be defined by
pf  gqptq  pEf  Egqptq
for t P R . It is easily verified that f  g P L1pR q, and }f  g}1 ¤ }f}1 }g}1.
A simplified expression for f  g can be obtained, by virtue of the fact
that pEfqptq is zero for all t   0. Using this, and a change of variables, for
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any f, g P L1pR q and t P R ,
pf  gqptq 
» 8
8
pEfqpt sqpEgqpsq ds

» 8
0
pEfqpt sqgpsq ds

» t
8
pEfqpuqgpt uq du

» t
0
fpuqgpt uq du .
The definition can be further extended to L1p0, 1q by a similar method.
Define E 1 : L1p0, 1q Ñ L1pRq by
pE 1fqptq 
$&
%fptq t P p0, 1q0 otherwise
which again defines an isometric embedding. The convolution product for
f, g P L1p0, 1q is again defined by
pf  gqptq  pE 1f  E 1gqptq
for t P p0, 1q, and f  g P L1p0, 1q with }f  g}1 ¤ }f}1 }g}1. Again, the
expression for f  g can be simplified to
pf  gqptq 
» t
0
fpsqgpt sq ds
for t P r0, 1s.
The addition of the convolution product gives L1pXq an algebra structure,
and since the 1-norm interacts properly with the multiplication (as in (2.1)),
L1pXq forms a commutative Banach algebra [3, §2.1].
The convolution algebra L1p0, 1q is also called the Volterra algebra. It
will occasionally be denoted V to emphasise the algebraic structure.
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2.2.1 Integral Transforms
The Fourier and Laplace transforms are especially useful when working with
convolutions, as for any f, g P L1pRq,
Fpf  gq  FpfqFpgq and Lpf  gq  LpfqLpgq
where F and L represent the Fourier and Laplace transforms respectively.
[16, Theorem 7.19]
The transforms have the effect of turning convolution into pointwise mul-
tiplication, which can be much easier to handle. The invertibility of the
transforms shows that
f  g  F1 pFpfqFpgqq
and similarly for the Laplace transform; this can mean that a complicated
convolution product can be calculated explicitly by moving to the transform
domain and back. See Chapter 4 to see this in use.
2.3 The Titchmarsh Convolution Theorem
For f P L1pRqz0 define the minimum support of f , denoted αpfq, by
αpfq  supta P R : f is a.e. zero on p8, aqu.
If the set is empty, then αpfq  8. For f  0, define αpfq  8.
If A is a non-empty subset of L1pRq then it is convenient to define αpAq 
inftαpfq : f P Au.
This is a useful tool for dealing with convolutions, as if αpfq ¡ 0 and
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αpgq ¡ 0 then
pf  gqptq 
» 8
αpgq
fpt sqgpsq ds

» tαpgq
8
fpuqgpt uq du

» tαpgq
αpfq
fpuqgpt uq du
so that pf  gqptq is zero for t αpgq   αpfq; that is, αpf  gq ¥ αpfq   αpgq.
In fact there is a much stronger version of this result, which is often referred
to as the Titchmarsh Convolution Theorem.
2.1 Theorem (Titchmarsh Convolution Theorem). For all f, g P L1pRq with
αpfq ¡ 8 and αpgq ¡ 8
αpf  gq  αpfq   αpgq.
This is presented here without proof, but several interesting proofs exist,
including [17, VI.5] and [3, Theorem 4.7.22].
The Titchmarsh Convolution Theorem is sometimes presented in the su-
perficially more general form below:
2.2 Theorem (Titchmarsh Convolution Theorem (interval version)). Let
f, g P L1pRq. If f is a.e. zero outside of ra, bs, and g is a.e. zero outside of
rc, ds then f  g is a.e. zero outside of ra  c, b ds. Furthermore, if ra, bs and
rc, ds are the smallest such intervals for f and g respectively, then ra c, b ds
is the smallest interval for f  g.
However, the two forms are in fact equivalent.
Proof. Clearly Theorem 2.2 implies Theorem 2.1, by the definition of αpq.
To see the reverse implication notice that
inftb : f is a.e. zero on pb,8qu  supta : Rf is a.e. zero on p8, aqu
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where Rf denotes the function t ÞÑ fptq. Temporarily adopting the no-
tation βpfq for the former expression, it is clear that βpfq  αpRfq. But
since
pRf Rgqptq 
» 8
8
pRfqpt sqpRgqpsq ds

» 8
8
fps tqgpsq ds

» 8
8
fpu tqgpuq du (with u  s)

» 8
8
fpptq  uqgpuq du
 pf  gqptq
 pRpf  gqqptq
it follows immediately that βpf gq  βpfq βpgq, which gives the result.
When dealing with f P L1pR q, αpfq is defined in precisely the same
way. By definition, therefore, αpfq ¥ 0 for all f P L1pR q. Both forms of
the Titchmarsh Convolution Theorem are applicable to L1pR q, but there is
also a useful third form in this context.
2.3 Theorem (Titchmarsh Convolution Theorem (integral domain form)).
Let f, g P L1pR q. If f  g is a.e. zero then either f is a.e. zero or g is a.e.
zero.
In other words, the convolution algebra L1pR q has no zero divisors.
This is clearly a consequence of the previous versions of the theorem, but
in fact it is also equivalent. A couple of quick results are required first.
2.4 Lemma. If f, g P L1pRq and τa represents a left-shift by a P R (that is,
pτafqptq  fpt aq), then
τaf  g  τapf  gq.
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Proof. For any t P R,
pτaf  gqptq 
» 8
8
pτafqpsqgpt sq ds

» 8
8
fps aqgpt sq ds

» 8
8
fpuqgpt pu  aqq du (where u  s a)

» 8
8
fpuqgppt aq  uq du
 pf  gqpt aq
  τapf  gqptq.
2.5 Lemma. For any f P L1pRq and a P R, αpτafq  αpfq  a.
Proof. If αpfq  8 then f  0 a.e., so τaf is a.e. zero, and hence αpτafq 
8  8 a. If αpfq  8 then clearly αpτafq  8  8 a also.
So assume that αpfq is finite. Then
αpτafq  sup
s
tpτafqptq  0 a.a. t   su
 sup
s
tfpt aq  0 a.a. t   su
 sup
s
tfptq  0 a.a. t   s au
 sup
s
tfptq  0 a.a. t   su  a
 αpfq  a.
Proof that Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 are equivalent for L1pR q. Assume that The-
orem 2.1 holds; then for any f, g P L1pR q, αpfq ¥ 0 and αpgq ¥ 0, so
αpf  gq  αpfq   αpgq. So if αpf  gq  8 then either αpfq  8 or
αpgq  8; i.e. either f is a.e. zero or g is a.e. zero.
Now assume that Theorem 2.3 holds, and let f, g P L1pR q. From the
previous Lemma, if αpfq ¡ 0 or αpgq ¡ 0 then
αpf  gq  αpταpfqf  ταpgqgq   αpfq   αpgq,
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so it is enough to show that αpf  gq  0 when αpfq  αpgq  0.
Assume then that f, g P L1pR q with αpfq  αpgq  0. Then for any
ε ¡ 0,  pfχp0,εq  gχp0,εqχp0,εq  pf  gqχp0,εq.
So if αpf  gq ¥ 2ε then fχp0,εq  gχp0,εq is a.e. zero, which means that either
αpfq ¡ ε or αpgq ¡ 0, which contradicts our assumption. So αpf  gq ¤ 2ε
for all ε ¡ 0, and therefore αpf  gq  0.
Remark. This form of the Titchmarsh Convolution Theorem is not applicable
to L1pRq, due to the presence of functions with minimum support 8 which
are zero divisors. For example, let
fptq  1  cosptq
t2
and gptq   cosp3tq   2 cosp2tq  cosptq
t2
.
Taking the Fourier transforms of f and g gives
pFfqpxq 
$'''&
'''%
x  1 x P p1, 0q
1  x x P p0, 1q
0 otherwise
and pFgqpxq 
$'''''''''&
'''''''''%
x  3 x P p3,2q
p1q  x x P p2,1q
x 1 x P p1, 2q
3  x x P p2, 3q
0 otherwise
respectively. Since Fpf  gq  FpfqFpgq (see §2.2.1), this shows that Fpf 
gqpxq  0 for all x P R, and so f  g is a.e. zero.
2.3.1 The Standard Ideals of L1pR q
An ideal in a commutative algebra A is a set U  A such that
1. U is a subspace of A
2. au P U for all a P A and all u P U .
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[16, Def’n 11.1] In the convolution algebras there are sets known as the
standard ideals . These have the form
tf P L1p0, 1q : αpfq ¥ au
for a P R . These sets are denoted L1pa,8q, and are regarded as subspaces of
L1pR q. That these are indeed ideals follows immediately from the inequality
αpf  gq ¥ αpfq   αpgq ¥ αpgq
so that f  g P L1pa,8q for any f P L1pR q and g P L1pa,8q.
These subspaces are closed in the 1-norm and form a nested sequence, as
L1pa,8q  L1pb,8q iff a ¥ b.
2.4 The Unitisation of V
The Volterra algebra is a non-unital algebra – an algebra without an element
e such that e  f  f for every f P V . However, it is sometimes useful to
work with V as if it did have a unit.
Let V1 denote the unitisation of V , defined by adjoining a unit e. Define
a function α˜pq on V1 by
α˜pλe  fq 
$&
%0 if λ  0αpfq if λ  0 . (2.2)
Remark. This definition formalises the notion of e, being essentially a delta-
function and therefore having all of its mass concentrated at the origin, hav-
ing a minimum support of 0.
It is immediate from the definition that α˜pfq  αpfq for any f P V , so
that α˜ is an extension of α to V1. In fact the properties of α on V carry
across to α˜ on V1, as the following proposition shows.
2.6 Proposition. For any f, g P V1, α˜pf  gq  α˜pfq   α˜pgq.
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Proof. Consider λe  f and µe  g in V1, where λ, µ P C and f, g P V . There
are three cases to consider:
• If λ  µ  0 then
α˜
 pλe fqpµe gq  αpf gq  αpfq αpgq  α˜pλe fq  α˜pµe gq.
• If λ  0 and µ  0 then
pλe  fq  pµe  gq  λµe  λg   µf   f  g.
Since the coefficient of e is non-zero, it follows immediately that
α˜
 pλe  fq  pµe  gq  0  α˜pλe  fq   α˜pµe  gq.
• In the case that one of λ, µ is zero and the other non-zero, assume
without loss of generality that µ  0 so that
pλe  fq  pµe  gq  λg   f  g.
Clearly then pλe fq  pµe  gqq  αpλg f  gq, which must be greater
than or equal to αpgq. If the inequality is strict then there exists an
a ¡ αpgq such that
pf  gqptq  λgptq (2.3)
for all t P p0, aq. However, if this were the case then restricting to the
interval p0, aq would give an element g P L1p0, aq such that Vfg  λg.
This is a contradiction, since Vf has trivial spectrum and therefore no
non-zero eigenvalues. Hence it must be that
α˜
 pλe  fq  pµe  gq  αpgq  α˜pλe  fq   α˜pµe  gq.
Given this result, we drop the tilde and define α on V1 as in (2.2), and
call this the minimum support in analogy with V .
This definition is useful for proving results on V , as the following result
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shows.
2.7 Theorem. If k P L1p0, 1q with αpkq  0 and P a non-zero polynomial
with zero constant term, then
αpP pkqq  0.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the degree of P . If P has degree 1 then
P pkq is a non-zero multiple of k, and hence αpP pkqq  αpkq.
Now suppose the result holds for polynomials of degree n, and that P is
a polynomial of degree n   1. Since P pxq has zero constant term, we can
re-write it as
P pxq  xQpxq
where Qpxq is a polynomial of degree n, which may or may not have zero
constant term.
Thus P pkq can be rewritten as k Qpkq, and from the previous results we
can now say that
αpP pkqq  αpkq   αpQpkqq
regardless of whether Q has zero constant term.
If Qpkq does have zero constant term then αpQpkqq  0 by the inductive
assumption; if, however, it has non-zero constant term then αpQpkqq  0
by the definition of α on V1. In either case, αpQpkqq  0, and so by the
inductive principle the claim follows.
2.5 Lpp0, 1q
The spaces Lpp0, 1q, p, q P r1,8s spaces have the interesting property that
they are nested: for all p, q P r1,8s such that p ¤ q,
}f}p ¤ }f}q (2.4)
for all f PMp0, 1q, and so Lqp0, 1q can be embedded in Lpp0, 1q. In particular,
Lpp0, 1q can be embedded in L1p0, 1q for every p P r1,8s; this is done by
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taking the identity map on Mp0, 1q and restricting the domain to Lpp0, 1q
and the co-domain to L1p0, 1q. That this map is a well-defined embedding
follows from (2.4).
The range of this embedding is dense in L1p0, 1q, as can be seen by noting
that the continuous functions on p0, 1q, Cp0, 1q, are dense in each Lpp0, 1q.
The standard ideals form a kind of invariant in the Lpp0, 1q spaces, as the
following lemma shows.
2.8 Lemma. Let a P r0, 1s, and 1 ¤ p   q   8 . Then
Lppa, 1q X Lqp0, 1q  Lqpa, 1q
and
ClppLqpa, 1qq  Lppa, 1q
(where Clp denotes closure in the L
pp0, 1q norm).
Proof. First notice that Lppa, 1q X Lqp0, 1q  Lqpa, 1q, since all f P Lppa, 1q
have αpfq ¥ a. But for any f P Lqpa, 1q, f is both in Lqp0, 1q and Lppa, 1q,
so that Lqpa, 1q  Lppa, 1q X Lqp0, 1q. Hence Lppa, 1q X Lqp0, 1q  Lqpa, 1q.
Since the elements of Lqpa, 1q are a.e. zero on p0, aq taking the Lpp0, 1q-
closure cannot introduce any non-zero elements on this interval, so ClppLqpa, 1qq 
Lppa, 1q. Now let f P Lppa, 1q. Since Lqp0, 1q is dense in Lpp0, 1q, there exists
a sequence of functions tfnunPN  Lqp0, 1q such that fn L
pp0,1qÑ f . So there
exists a subsequence tgnunPN that tends to f pointwise almost everywhere.
By considering hn  gnχpa,1q it follows that thnunPN  Lqpa, 1q and that
hn Ñ f pointwise a.e.. So hn L
pp0,1qÑ f , and therefore f P ClppLqpa, 1qq, so
that Lppa, 1q  ClppLqpa, 1qq.
This will have applications to the invariant subspaces of convolution op-
erators.
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2.5.1 The dual of Lpp0, 1q
There is another relationship between certain of the Lpp0, 1q spaces: for each
p P r1,8s, define the Ho¨lder conjugate of p as
p1  p
p 1
(that is, 1{p  1{p1  1).
This has an important consequence, in Ho¨lder’s inequality [15, 3.5]: for
any p P r1,8s with p1 its Ho¨lder conjugate and f, g PMp0, 1q, then
}fg}1 ¤ }f}p }p1} g.
For p P r1,8q, the dual-space of Lpp0, 1q (that is, the space of bounded
linear functionals from Lpp0, 1q to R) is isometrically isomorphic to Lp1p0, 1q.
[15, 6.16] Similarly, for p P p1,8s, the pre-dual of Lpp0, 1q is isometrically
isomorphic to Lp1p0, 1q.
For any f P Lpp0, 1q and g P Lp1p0, 1q, the functional relationship between
the spaces is denoted by angle brackets:
〈f, g〉 
» 1
0
fptqgptq dt .
This is guaranteed to be finite by Ho¨lder’s inequality.
For any p P p1,8s, the pre-dual of Lpp0, 1q induces a topology on Lpp0, 1q,
called here the weak∗-topology [16, §3.14]. For p P p1,8q, Lpp0, 1q is a re-
flexive space, so that the bi-dual of Lpp0, 1q is Lpp0, 1q itself. In this case,
the choice of pre-dual is unambiguous. However, in the case of L8p0, 1q,
there are potentially other Banach spaces whose dual-space is isometrically
isomorphic to L8p0, 1q. In the rest of this text, the term “weak∗-topology of
Lpp0, 1q” is used to refer exclusively to the weak∗-topology induced by the
pre-dual Lp1p0, 1q.
An important and useful tool when studying the norm- or weak∗-topology
on Lpp0, 1q are annihilators [16, §4.6]. For p P r1,8q and a set A  Lpp0, 1q,
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the annihilator of A is a subset of Lp1p0, 1q denoted AK and defined by
AK  tg P Lp1p0, 1q : 〈f, g〉  0 for all f P Au.
Similarly, for p P p1,8s and A  Lpp0, 1q, the pre-annihilator of A is denoted
AJ and defined as
AJ  tg P Lp1p0, 1q : 〈g, f〉  0 for all f P Au.
For any A it is easy to show that AK is a weak∗-closed subspace of Lp1p0, 1q,
and similarly AJ is a norm-closed subspace of Lp1p0, 1q. In fact for any
A P Lpp0, 1q, p P r1,8q,
AK
J  ClppspanpAqq
and for p P p1,8s,
AJ
K  Clwp pspanpAqq
where span is the algebraic span of A, Clp denotes closure in the norm topol-
ogy on Lpp0, 1q, and Clwp means closure in the weak∗-topology on Lpp0, 1q.
2.6 Convolution Operators
An operator A on the Banach space Lpp0, 1q is bounded if there exists a
constant U such that
}Af}p ¤ U }f}p
for all f P Lpp0, 1q; say that U is a bound for A. In this case, write A P
BpLpp0, 1qq, and define the operator norm of A as
~A~p  inftU : }Af}p ¤ U }f}pu.
Notice that the operator norm is dependant on p, and that in general even
if A is defined on Lpp0, 1q for more than one p, A will not necessarily be
bounded for both. (For more details on when boundedness can be inferred,
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see the Riesz–Thorin theorem in e.g. [6].)
For any k P L1p0, 1q and any p P r1,8s, define the convolution operator
Vk : L
pp0, 1q Ñ Lpp0, 1q by
Vkf  k  f
for f P Lpp0, 1q. The function k is called the kernel of the operator Vk. That
Vk P BpLpp0, 1qq follows from an application of the Riesz–Thorin Theorem: it
is clear that Vk P BpL1p0, 1qq and Vk P BpL8p0, 1qq, from Ho¨lder’s inequality.
The Riesz–Thorin Interpolation Theorem [6, VI.10.11] then shows that Vk P
BpLpp0, 1qq for all p P p1,8q.
This result leads to a useful version of the Hausdorff–Young inequality:
if f, g PMp0, 1q and p, q P r1,8s then
}f  g}r ¤ }f}p }g}q
for r such that
1{p  1{q  1   1{r. (2.5)
Remark. It should be noted that if f P Lpp0, 1q and g P Lp1p0, 1q then f  g
is continuous. Thus 1{r ¤ 0 in (2.5) should be interpreted as meaning that
f  g is continuous.
The Hausdorff–Young inequality is often used when dealing with mul-
tiple Lp-spaces. It can produce surprisingly powerful results, including the
following lemma.
2.9 Lemma. If kχp0,δq P Lpp0, 1q for some δ ¡ 0, some p ¡ 1, then there
exists an N P N such that kn is continuous for all n ¡ N .
Proof. If fχp0,δq P Lpp0, 1q then
f  f  fχp0,δq  fχp0,δq   2fχp0,δq  fχpδ,1q   fχpδ,1q  fχpδ,1q
so that
pf  fqχp0,2δqp ¤  fχp0,δq  fχp0,δqχp0,2δqp   2  fχp0,δq  fχpδ,1qχp0,2δqp
¤ fχp0,δqp fχp0,δq1   2 fχp0,δqp fχpδ,1q1
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by the inequality. So f2χp0,2δq P Lpp0, 1q; this process can be repeated, so
that f2
n P Lpp0, 1q for 2nδ ¡ 1.
Assume then without loss of generality that f P Lpp0, 1q. If p ¥ 2 then
shows that f  f is continuous. If p   2 then the inequality shows that
f  f P Lrp0, 1q, for 2{p  1   1{r. Since p P p1, 2q, so r  p{p2  pq ¡ p. In
fact
f2
n P Lrp0, 1q
for r  p{p2np1  pq  pq, so that f2n P L2p0, 1q when 2n ¡ p{pp 1q.
Since a continuous function convolved with an L1p0, 1q function is itself
continuous, this shows that there exists an N P N such that fn is continuous
for all n ¡ N .
The Hausdorff–Young inequality can be applied to Vk P BpLpp0, 1qq to get
an explicit bound for ~Vk~p:
}Vkf}p  }k  f}p ¤ }k}1 }f}p
for all f P Lpp0, 1q, so that ~Vk~p ¤ }k}1.
With this definition, it is clear that the classical Volterra operator (or
indefinite integration operator) V is the convolution operator with kernel 1,
where 1ptq  1 for all t P p0, 1q.
For n P N, V n  V1n , and can be explicitly written out as
pV nfqptq  1
Γpnq
» t
0
pt sqn1fpsq ds .
For n P R with n ¡ 0 this expression still makes sense; in this case it is
known as the Riemann–Liouville fractional integration operator . Therefore,
for n P R such that n ¡ 0, define 1n by
1nptq  t
n1
Γpnq
(which is consistent for the existing expression for 1n for n P N), so that
V n  V1n .
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2.7 Asymptotics
Let pαnqnPI , pβnqnPI be real or complex nets, indexed by a directed set I.
Then pαnq and pβnq are asymptotically equal as n Ñ 8 (written αn  βn as
nÑ 8) [4] if
lim
n
αn
βn
 1.
This definition can be extended to nets in a normed vector space over R
or C. [9, §2] If punqnPI , pvnqnPI are nets in a normed vector space say that
un  vn if
lim
n
}un  vn}
}un}  0.
It is easy to check that this definition is reflexive, symmetric and transitive,
so that asymptotic equality is an equivalence relation.
Although the same symbol is used for both scalar and vector asymptotic
equality, it is unambiguous when considering particular nets.
Remark. It is easy to check that if un  vn then }un}1  }vn}1:
0  lim
n
}un  vn}1
}un}1
¥ lim
n
|}un}1  }vn}1|
}un}1
 lim
n
1  }vn}1}un}1
 ¥ 0.
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Chapter 3
Cyclicity of Convolution
Operators
In [12], Gallardo and Montes show that the Volterra operator is not super-
cyclic – that there is no f P L2p0, 1q such that
tλV nf : n P N, λ P Ru
is dense in L2p0, 1q.
A related concept is that of a cyclic operator . An operator A P BpLpp0, 1qq
is cyclic if there exists an f P Lpp0, 1q (a cyclic vector) such that
spantAnf : n P Nu
is dense in Lpp0, 1q, where span denotes the algebraic span. This is clearly
a weaker condition than supercyclicity (and than hypercyclicity, which is
defined similarly and is stronger than both).
That V is a cyclic operator is a consequence of the Weierstrass approxima-
tion theorem, but in fact there is a much stronger result: for V P BpLpp0, 1qq
and f P Lpp0, 1q with αpfq  0, then f is a cyclic vector for V . This is
strongly related to another concept: that of a unicellular operator.
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3.1 Criteria for Unicellularity
Every bounded linear operator A acting on a Banach space X has a set
of closed subspaces of X on which the operator is invariant; that is, for
U  X, AU  U . These spaces form a lattice, with the meet defined as the
intersection of subspaces, and the join as the span of their union.
Clearly the whole space X and the zero subspace are always invariant
under linear transforms; if these are the only invariant subspaces then the
lattice is called trivial .
Usually spectral theory is used to analyse the invariant subspace lattices
of operators, but this is not applicable for quasi-nilpotent operators (that
is, operators with trivial spectrum). In fact little can be said about the
invariant subspaces of general quasi-nilpotent operators ([5]), but in the case
of convolution operators there is more that can be obtained.
3.1 Lemma. Let k P L1p0, 1q and Vk be the convolution operator with kernel
k acting on Lpp0, 1q, for p P r1,8s. Then Lppa, 1q is a closed subspace of
Lpp0, 1q invariant under Vk, for all a P r0, 1s.
Proof. Fix an a P r0, 1s. For any f P Lppa, 1q, the Titchmarsh Convolution
Theorem states that
αpVkfq  αpk  fq  αpkq   αpfq
and since αpkq ¥ 0 and αpfq ¥ a,
αpVkfq ¥ a.
In particular, Vkf is a.e. zero outside of the interval pa, 1q, and so Vkf P
Lppa, 1q. So Lppa, 1q is an invariant subspace for Vk.
To show that Lppa, 1q is closed, let f be the limit in the Lpp0, 1q norm of
a sequence of functions tfnunPN such that fn P Lppa, 1q for all n P N. It is a
theorem [15, Thm 3.12] that there exists a convergent subsequence tgnunPN
which converges to f pointwise. However, each of the fn (and hence each gn)
is a.e. zero in the interval p0, aq, and so f must be a.e. zero on p0, aq. Hence
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f P Lppa, 1q, and so the subspace is closed.
This chain of nested subspaces is a particularly interesting feature of some
invariant subspace lattices.
3.2 Definition. Fix p P r1,8q, and let X  R, X  R  or X  p0, 1q. For a
bounded linear operator A on the Banach space LppXq, define the invariant
subspace lattice of A as
LA  tU  LppXq : AU  U and U norm-closedu.
In a similar way, if p P p1,8s, define the weak∗ invariant subspace lattice of
A as
LA  tU  LppXq : AU  U and U closed in the weak∗ topologyu
where the topology is the weak∗ topology induced by the predual Lp1pXq.
An operator A P BpLppXqq is called unicellular if the lattice LA is lin-
early ordered by inclusion. Similarly, A is weak∗-unicellular if LA is linearly
ordered by inclusion.
Remark. The weak∗ invariant subspace lattice is only defined forA P BpLppXqq
for p ¡ 1, since L8pXq is not a predual for L1pXq. In contrast the norm-
based invariant subspace lattice is well-defined for L8pXq; however, many of
the properties explored later on in this chapter do not hold for the invariant
subspace lattice on L8pXq. See, for example, [5].
As reflexive spaces, the closed subspaces of the norm and weak∗ topologies
of Lpp0, 1q coincide when p P p1,8q. In that case, then, LA  LA.
In the case of convolution operators, then, if all of the elements in the
lattice are of the form Lppa, 1q then the operator is unicellular. In fact this
is both a sufficient and necessary condition, and there is a simple charac-
terisation of unicellularity for a convolution operator, based on the orbits of
elements in Lpp0, 1q.
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3.3 Theorem. Fix p P r1,8q, and let k P L1p0, 1q. Let Vk be the convolution
operator with kernel k acting on Lpp0, 1q by convolution with k. Then the
following are equivalent:
1. For all f P Lpp0, 1q, the norm-closure of spantV nk f : n P Nu is Lppαpfq, 1q.
2. Vk has the simplest closed invariant subspace lattice tLppa, 1q : a P
r0, 1su.
3. Vk is unicellular on L
pp0, 1q.
In addition, for p P p1,8s the following are equivalent
1. For all f P Lpp0, 1q, the weak∗-closure of spantV nk f : n P Nu is
Lppαpfq, 1q.
2. Vk has the simplest weak∗-closed invariant subspace lattice tLppa, 1q :
a P r0, 1su.
3. Vk is weak∗-unicellular on Lpp0, 1q.
Before proving this, we prove the following Lemmas.
3.4 Lemma. If αpkq ¡ 0 then Vk is nilpotent. In particular, if any of the
three conditions in Theorem 3.3 hold, then αpkq  0.
Proof. Assume that αpkq ¡ 0. Now V nk f  kn  f , and by the Titchmarsh
Convolution Theorem,
αpknq  mint1, αpkq   αpkpn1qqu  mint1, nαpkqu.
So if n ¡ 1{pαpkqq then kn is a.e. zero. Hence, by the Titchmarsh Con-
volution Theorem again, V nk f is a.e. zero for all f P Lpp0, 1q; that is, Vk is
nilpotent.
Any nilpotent operator has many finite-dimensional closed invariant sub-
spaces – the orbit of any vector will have finitely many distinct elements, and
therefore the closure of the span of the orbit will be finite dimensional – so if
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Vk is nilpotent then it cannot be unicellular (condition 3), or have the sim-
plest invariant subspace lattice (condition 2). The Titchmarsh Convolution
Theorem gives
αpk  fq  αpkq   αpfq
so the closed span of the orbit of f under Vk cannot contain functions with
minimum support less than αpkq  αpfq (condition 1). So if any of the three
conditions in Theorem 3.3 hold then, by contradiction, αpkq  0.
3.5 Lemma. For p P r1,8q, if U is a norm-closed subspace of Lpp0, 1q such
that
Lppa  ε, 1q  U
for all ε ¡ 0, then Lppa, 1q  U .
Similarly, for p P p1,8s, if U is a weak∗-closed subspace of Lpp0, 1q such
that
Lppa  ε, 1q  U
for all ε ¡ 0, then Lppa, 1q  U .
Proof. For p P r1,8q and U  Lpp0, 1q a norm-closed subspace of Lpp0, 1q
such that
Lppa  ε, 1q  U
for all ε ¡ 0, consider an arbitrary f P Lppa, 1q. It is enough to show that
f P U .
Define fε  fχpa ε,1q, so that fε P Lppa   ε, 1q and therefore fε P U for
all ε ¡ 0.
Now
}f  fε}pp 
» 1
0
|fptq  fεptq|p dt 
» a ε
a
|fptq|p dt
which tends to zero as ε Ñ 0, so that fε Ñ f in the p-norm. Since U is
norm-closed it must be that f P U .
Similarly for p P p1,8s and U  Lpp0, 1q a weak∗-closed subspace of
Lpp0, 1q such that
Lppa  ε, 1q  U
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for all ε ¡ 0, consider an arbitrary f P Lppa, 1q. It is enough to show that
f P U .
Again, define fε  fχpa ε,1q, so that fε P Lppa  ε, 1q  U .
Now for any g P Lp1p0, 1q,
〈g, f  fε〉 
» 1
0
gptqpf  fεqptq dt 
» a ε
a
gptqfptq dt
which tends to zero as ε Ñ 0, so that fε Ñ f in the weak∗ topology on
Lpp0, 1q. Since U is weak∗-closed, it follows immediately that f P U .
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Fix p P r1,8s. The proof for the norm-topology on
Lpp0, 1q for p P r1,8q is the same as the proof for the weak∗-topology for
p P p1,8q, with minor differences denoted by (norm/weak∗).
(1 ùñ 2) Let U be a (norm-/weak∗-) closed subspace of Lpp0, 1q, invariant
under Vk. Clearly U  LppαpUq, 1q; it is therefore enough to show that
LppαpUq, 1q  U .
Now for all f P U ,
tV nk f : n P Nu  U
and since U is (norm-/weak∗-)closed and using the assumption, this gives
that Lppαpfq, 1q  U for all f P U .
Now for any ε ¡ 0 there exists an f P U with αpfq ¤ αpUq   ε, so by the
previous observation
LppαpUq   ε, 1q  Lppαpfq, 1q  U
for all ε ¡ 0, and applying Lemma 3.5 gives that LppαpUq, 1q  U .
(2 ùñ 1) Assume that Vk has the simple invariant subspace lattice, and let
f P Lpp0, 1q. Clearly the (norm/weak∗) closure of A spantV nk f : n P Nu is
a closed subspace of Lpp0, 1q, and is invariant under Vk, and must therefore
be an Lppa, 1q for some a P r0, 1s. It is enough to show that a  αpfq.
Clearly k  f P A, and αpk  fq  αpkq   αpfq  αpfq since αpkq  0
(from Lemma 3.4). So a ¤ αpfq; however, from the Titchmarsh Convolution
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Theorem it is clear that αpgq ¥ αpfq for all g P A, and so no g in the
(norm/weak∗) closure of A can have minimum support less than αpfq. So
a ¥ αpfq.
(2 ùñ 3) If Vk has the simple invariant subspace lattice tLppa, 1q : a P r0, 1su
then clearly the spaces are linearly ordered by inclusion, and so Vk is (weak∗-)
unicellular.
(3 ùñ 2) Lemma 3.1 shows that the subspaces tLppa, 1q : a P r0, 1su of
Lpp0, 1q are invariant under Vk. It remains to show that these are the only
elements of LVk .
Let U be a (norm/weak∗)-closed subspace of Lpp0, 1q invariant under Vk.
Clearly U  LppαpUq, 1q. For any ε ¡ 0 there exists an f P U such that
αpfq ¤ αpUq   ε{2; hence U  LppαpUq   ε, 1q, and since Vk is unicellular,
it must be that LppαpUq   ε, 1q  U for all ε ¡ 0. Hence, by Lemma 3.5,
LppαpUq, 1q  U .
3.2 Unicellularity on different spaces
One of the unusual properties of convolution operators is that they are
bounded operators on Lpp0, 1q for each p P r1,8s. This leads to a natu-
ral question about the invariant subspace lattices of convolution operators:
does the invariant subspace lattice of Vk P BpLpp0, 1qq have any relation to
the invariant subspace lattice of Vk P BpLqp0, 1qq?
As the following lemma shows, there is a relationship between the invari-
ant subspace lattices on different Lpp0, 1q spaces; however, the relationship
may not be simple.
3.6 Lemma. Let 1 ¤ p   q   8 , k P L1p0, 1q. Let Up be a closed invariant
subspace of Lpp0, 1q for the operator Vk, and Uq be a closed invariant subspace
of Lqp0, 1q for Vk Then
Up X Lqp0, 1q
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is a closed subspace of Lqp0, 1q invariant under Vk. Similarly,
ClppUqq
is a closed subspace of Lpp0, 1q invariant under Vk.
Proof. Let f P UpXLqp0, 1q. Then Vkf P Up, since Up is an invariant subspace
for Vk; but Vkf P Lqp0, 1q as well, by the Hausdorff–Young inequality. So
Vkf P Up X Lqp0, 1q, and so this is an invariant subspace for Vk.
To check that Up X Lqp0, 1q is closed, take any Lqp0, 1q-Cauchy sequence
tgnunPN  Up X Lqp0, 1q. Then gn tends to a limit, say f , such that f P
Lqp0, 1q. Now
}f  gn}p ¤ }f  gn}q
so tgnu is also an Lpp0, 1q-Cauchy sequence, entirely contained in Up. Since
Up is closed in the L
pp0, 1q-norm, it follows that f P Up, and hence f P
Up X Lqp0, 1q. So Up X Lqp0, 1q is a closed subspace of Lqp0, 1q, invariant
under Vk.
Clearly ClppUqq is closed, and since it is the Lp-closure of a subspace of
Lqp0, 1q, it must itself be a subspace of Lpp0, 1q. We need only check it is
invariant under Vk. If f P ClppUqq then there exists a sequence tgnunPN  Uq
such that gn
Lpp0,1qÑ f . Fix an ε ¡ 0, and an n P N such that }f  gn}p ¤ ε.
Then
}Vkf  Vkgn}p  }Vkpf  gnq}p ¤ }k}1 }f  gn}p ¤ }k}1 ε.
Since Vkgn P Uq for all n, there exist elements of Uq arbitrarily close to
Vkf . Hence Vkf P ClppUqq, so that ClppUqq is a closed subspace of Lpp0, 1q,
invariant under Vk.
In some respects the two operations above can be regarded as inverses,
but it is not known if ClppUp X Lqp0, 1qq  Up in general.
In the case where q  p1 the Ho¨lder conjugate of p, there is an additional
link between the two spaces; this relationship can be exploited to show that
there is a relationship between invariant subspace lattices on Lpp0, 1q and
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Lp1p0, 1q.
3.7 Lemma. Let k P L1p0, 1q and Vk be the convolution operator with kernel
k, and define R : L1p0, 1q Ñ L1p0, 1q by pRfqptq  fp1  tq.
For p P r1,8q and p1 the Ho¨lder conjugate of p, and A  Lpp0, 1q a (not
necessarily closed) subspace of Lpp0, 1q invariant under Vk, then
RpAKq tRg : g P AKu
is a weak∗-closed subspace of Lp1p0, 1q invariant under Vk P BpLp1p0, 1qq.
Similarly, if p P p1,8s and A  Lpp0, 1q a subspace of Lpp0, 1q invariant
under Vk, then RpAJq is a norm-closed subspace of Lp1p0, 1q invariant under
Vk.
Proof. It is immediate from the properties of annihilators that for p P r1,8q
AK is a weak∗-closed subspace of Lp1p0, 1q, and therefore RpAKq is also. Sim-
ilarly for p P p1,8s, AJ is a norm-closed subspace of Lp1p0, 1q, so RpAJq is.
It remains to show that these sets are invariant under Vk.
Fix p P r1,8q, and let g P AK. Then Rg P RpAKq, and it is enough to
show that h Rpk  pRgqq P AK to show that RpAKq is invariant under Vk.
Similarly, if p P p1,8s and g P AJ, showing that h  Rpk  pRgqq is in
AJ is enough.
The rest of the proof works for both versions of the statement of the
Lemma, with some minor differences. It is assumed that g P AK, except
where indicted with “resp.”.
For all f P A, k  f P A, so that 〈k  f, g〉  0 (resp. 〈g, k  f〉  0).
Consider pk  fq  g˜, where g˜  Rg. Now pk  fq  g˜  f  pk  g˜q, by the basic
properties of convolution, and since f P Lpp0, 1q and pk  g˜q P Lp1p0, 1q, this
is a continuous function. Hence pf  k  g˜qp1q is well-defined, and
pk  f  g˜qp1q 
» 1
0
pk  fqptqg˜p1  tq dt

» 1
0
pk  fqptqgptq dt
which is 〈f  k, g〉  0 (resp. 〈g, f  k〉  0), since g P AK (resp. g P AJ).
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Then 〈f, h〉  ³1
0
fptqhptq dt (resp. 〈h, f〉  ³1
0
fptqhptq dt ), and
» 1
0
fptqhptq dt 
» 1
0
fptqpk  g˜qp1  tq dt  pf  k  g˜qp1q  0.
Since f P A was chosen arbitrarily, this shows that h P AK (resp. h P AJ.
This result will be useful in later results, and it can be immediately ex-
panded into a unicellularity result.
3.8 Theorem. Let k P L1p0, 1q and Vk the convolution operator with kernel
k. Then for all p P r1,8q Vk is unicellular on Lpp0, 1q if and only if Vk is
weak∗-unicellular on Lp1p0, 1q.
Proof. Fix p P r1,8q and assume that Vk is weak∗-unicellular on Lp1p0, 1q.
Let f P Lpp0, 1q, and define A  spantV nk f : n P Nu. If the norm-closure of
A is Lppαpfq, 1q then Theorem 3.3 shows that Vk is unicellular on Lpp0, 1q.
The previous result shows that RpAKq is a weak∗-closed subspace of
Lp1p0, 1q invariant under Vk, so by the assumption that Vk is weak∗-unicellular
on Lp1p0, 1q, RpAKq  Lp1p1  b, 1q for some b P r0, 1s. So AK  Lp1p0, bq.
It is a simple application of the Titchmarsh Convolution Theorem to see
that A  Lppαpfq, 1q, and therefore AK  Lp1p0, αpfqq. So b ¥ αpfq.
Consider χr0,εs for ε P r0, bs, and let g P A such that αpgq  αpfq (e.g.
g  k  f). Then, since χr0,εs P Lp1p0, bq  AK,
〈
g, χr0,εs
〉  0. But
〈
g, χr0,εs
〉  » 1
0
gptqχr0,εsptq dt

» ε
0
gptq dt
and so gptq  0 for almost all t P p0, bq. But that means that αpgq ¥ b. Thus
b  αpfq, and so
AK
J  Lp1p0, αpfqqJ  Lppαpfq, 1q
as required.
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Now fix p P p1,8s, f P Lpp0, 1q, and set A  spantV nk f : n P Nu.
Assume that Vk is unicellular on L
p1p0, 1q. The proof that AJ  Lp1p0, αpfqq
is precisely the same as before, just replacing AK with AJ. Then AJK 
Lppαpfq, 1q, and Theorem 3.3 gives that Vk is weak∗-unicellular on Lpp0, 1q.
3.3 Generators for L1p0, 1q
In [5] Donoghue proves that the Volterra operator is unicellular on L2p0, 1q.
The proof relies on the Weierstrass approximation theorem: that the poly-
nomials are dense in the continuous functions on r0, 1s, and so in Lpp0, 1q for
all p P r1,8s.
This can be regarded as a special case of a more general concept.
3.9 Definition. Let k P L1p0, 1q. k is called a polynomial generator of
L1p0, 1q if
spantkn : n P Nu
is dense in L1p0, 1q.
That the constant function 1 is a polynomial generator of L1p0, 1q is just a
restatement of the Weierstrass approximation theorem. With this definition
in place, the result in [5] can be extended.
3.10 Theorem. Let k P L1p0, 1q and Vk the convolution operator with kernel
k. If k is a polynomial generator for L1p0, 1q then
• Vk is unicellular on Lpp0, 1q, for all p P r1,8q, and
• Vk is weak∗-unicellular on Lpp0, 1q, for all p P p1,8s.
Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 3.8; fix p P
r1,8q and let p1 be its Ho¨lder conjugate. Let f P Lpp0, 1q and set A  tV nk f :
n P Nu. Clearly A  Lppαpfq, 1q, so AK  Lp1p0, αpfqq. The aim is to show
that AK  Lp1p0, αpfqq, which is enough to show that Vk is unicellular on
Lpp0, 1q.
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Let g P AK and define g˜  Rg. For n P N, consider
pV nk fq  g˜  kn  f  g˜.
Since kn f P Lpp0, 1q and g˜ P Lp1p0, 1q, the resulting function is continuous,
so pkn  f  g˜qp1q is well-defined. But
pkn  f  g˜qp1q 
» 1
0
pkn  fqptqg˜p1  tq dt

» 1
0
pkn  fqptqgptq dt
 〈kn  f, g〉  0
since V nk f P A and g P AK.
Now let h  Rpf  g˜q P L8p0, 1q. Then
〈kn, h〉  pkn  f  g˜qp1q  0
for all n P N, and so h P ptkn : n P NuqK. However, since k is a polynomial
generator for L1p0, 1q, this set has trivial annihilator, so pf  g˜qptq  0 for all
t P r0, 1s, and therefore, by the Titchmarsh Convolution Theorem,
1 ¤ αpf  g˜q  αpfq  αpg˜q
so that αpg˜q ¥ 1  αpfq. That is to say, g˜ptq  0 for a.a. t P p0, 1  αpfq;
which means in turn that gptq  0 for a.a. t P pαpfq, 1q; or equivalently,
g P Lp1p0, αpfqq.
The proof of the second statement is similar: let p P p1,8s, let f P
Lpp0, 1q and define A  tV nk f : n P Nu, as before. The aim is to show that
AJ  Lp1p0, αpfqq, which is enough to show that Vk is weak∗-unicellular on
Lpp0, 1q. The rest of the proof is the same, replacing AK with AJ.
So if k is a polynomial generator for L1p0, 1q, then Vk is unicellular on
every Lpp0, 1q space. What about the converse? There is evidence to suggest
that if Vk is unicellular on L
pp0, 1q for some p P r1,8q (or weak∗-unicellular
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on Lpp0, 1q for p P p1,8s) then k is a polynomial generator for L1p0, 1q.
3.11 Theorem. If Vk is unicellular on L
1p0, 1q, then k is a polynomial gen-
erator for L1p0, 1q.
Proof. Since Vk is unicellular on L
1p0, 1q, the norm-closure of
spantV nk f : n P Nu
is L1pαpfq, 1q for all f P L1p0, 1q (Theorem 3.3). In particular, since αpkq  0
and k P L1p0, 1q,
spantV nk k : n P Nu  spantkn : n P Nu
is dense in L1p0, 1q. So k is a polynomial generator for L1p0, 1q.
3.12 Corollary. If Vk is weak∗-unicellular on L8p0, 1q then k is a polynomial
generator for L1p0, 1q.
Proof. If Vk is weak∗-unicellular on L8p0, 1q then Vk is unicellular on L1p0, 1q
(Theorem 3.8) so the previous result applies.
If Vk is unicellular on L
pp0, 1q for some p P p1,8q then the same proof
can be applied, as long as k P Lpp0, 1q. In fact this can be extended to a
much larger class of kernels, using the same principles.
3.13 Theorem. Fix p P p1,8q and let k P L1p0, 1q such that Vk is unicellular
on Lpp0, 1q. Suppose h P Lpp0, 1q and there is a sequence of polynomials
tPnunPN such that
}Pnpkq  h}1 Ñ 0
as nÑ 8. Then
L1pαphq, 1q  Cl1pspantkn : n P Nuq.
If αphq  0, then k is a polynomial generator for L1p0, 1q.
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Proof. Let h P Lpp0, 1q, and let A  spantV nk h : n P Nu. Since Vk is
unicellular on Lpp0, 1q, it has the cyclic property (Theorem 3.3), so that
ClpA  Lppαphq, 1q.
Since Lpp0, 1q is dense in L1p0, 1q, taking the L1 closure shows that
Cl1A  L1pαphq, 1q.
Since spantV nk h : n P Nu is dense in L1pαphq, 1q it follows that for any
f P L1pαphq, 1q and ε ¡ 0, there exists a polynomial Q such that,
}Qpkq  h f}1   ε{2.
In addition, h is the limit of a sequence of polynomials, so for fixed ε and Q
there exists an n P N such that
}Pnpkq  h}1  
ε
2 }Qpkq}1
.
Hence
}Qpkq  Pnpkq  f}1  }Qpkq  pPnpkq  hq  Qpkq  h f}1
¤ }Qpkq}1 }Pnpkq  h}1   }Qpkq  h f}1
¤ ε }Qpkq}1
2 }Qpkq}1
  ε
2
 ε.
So for any f P L1pa, 1q there exist convolution polynomials (Qpkq  Pnpkq)
arbitrarially close to f ; hence
L1pαphq, 1q  Cl1 spantkn : n P Nu.
If αphq  0 it follows immediately that k is a polynomial generator for
L1p0, 1q.
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3.4 Conclusion
From these explorations it is clear that there is a definite link between uni-
cellularity of the operator Vk on L
pp0, 1q and k being a polynomial generator
for L1p0, 1q. If αpkq ¡ 0 then neither of these can be true, as Vk is nilpotent.
But aside from this trivial example, are there any examples of kernels which
are not polynomial generators of L1p0, 1q?
3.14 Theorem. Let k P L1p0, 1q be defined by
kptq  e
1{t
?
pit3{2
.
Then k is not a polynomial generator for L1p0, 1q.
Proof. If 〈k〉  spantkn : n P Nu is dense in L1p0, 1q then the image of 〈k〉
under a bounded operator with dense range will be dense in the target space.
In particular, for a fixed ε P p0, 1q, the projection operator P : L1p0, 1q Ñ
L1pε, 1q is bounded and surjective. So if P 〈k〉 is not dense in L1pε, 1q then
k is not a polynomial generator for L1p0, 1q.
For simplicity, define
enptq  e
n2{t
t3{2
for all n P N, t P pε, 1q, and notice that spanten : n P Nu  P 〈k〉. This
follows from the formula for kn obtained in Lemma 4.15.
Let M be the multiplication operator on L1pε, 1q defined by
pMfqptq  fptqt3{2.
This is bounded, since for any f P L1pε, 1q,
}Mf}1 
» 1
ε
fptqt3{2 dt
¤
» 1
ε
|fptq| dt  }f}1
since t3{2 ¤ 1 for t P pε, 1q. Clearly pM1fqptq  fptqt3{2 defines an inverse
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for M ; this is also bounded: for any f P L1pε, 1q,
M1f
1

» 1
ε
fptqt3{2 dt
¤
» 1
ε
|fptq| ε3{2 dt  ε3{2 }f}1 .
Now define the composition operator T : L1pε, 1q Ñ L1pe1{ε, e1q by
pTfqptq  f

 1
log t


.
T is bounded, since for f P L1pε, 1q
}Tf}1 
» e1
e1{ε
f

 1
log t

 dt

» 1
ε
|fpuq| e
1{u
u2
du
¤
» 1
ε
|fpuq| e
1
ε2
du
 e
1
ε2
}f}1 .
The map T1 : L1pe1{ε, e1q Ñ L1pε, 1q defined by pT1fqptq  fpe1{tq is
an inverse for T , and is also bounded:
T1f
1

» 1
ε
fpe1{tq dt

» e1
e1{ε
|fpuq| 1
u log2 u
du
¤
» e1
e1{ε
|fpuq| e1{ε du
 e1{ε }f}1 .
Now since TM is a bounded, invertible map with bounded inverse, it
follows immediately that spanten : n P Nu is dense in L1pε, 1q if and only if
spantTMen : n P Nu is dense in L1pe1{ε, e1q.
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The Mu¨ntz–Sza´sz Theorem [15, §15.25] for an interval ra, bs not containing
the origin states that for an increasing sequence of positive real numbers λi
the set of functions
spanttλi : i P Nu
is dense in L1pa, bq if and only if
8¸
i1
1
λi
 8.
However, pTMenqptq  tn2 , and
8¸
n1
1
n2
converges, so the Mu¨ntz–Sza´sz Theorem shows that spantTMen : n P Nu
is not dense in L1pe1{ε, e1q. Therefore spanten : n P Nu is not dense in
L1pε, 1q, and hence spantkn : n P Nu is not dense in L1p0, 1q.
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Chapter 4
Asymptotics of Iterated
Convolution Operators
We are going to focus on two different normed spaces when discussing the
asymptotics of convolution operators on Lpp0, 1q, for p P r1,8s: the space
BpLpp0, 1qq of bounded operators of Lpp0, 1q; and the space L1p0, 1q regarded
as an algebra of kernels, with convolution as the multiplicative operation.
There is a natural embedding of L1p0, 1q into BpLpp0, 1qq, defined by
φ : k ÞÑ Vk. This mapping is injective and its range is the set of convolution
operators. That this is a algebra morphism is easily verified; the map however
is not isometric. That it is continuous follows from the inequality:
}pφkqf}p  }Vkf}p  }k  f}p ¤ }k}1 }f}p
for all f P Lpp0, 1q, so that ~φk~p ¤ }k}1 for all k P L1p0, 1q, and therefore
the norm of φ is bounded by 1.
In some cases, asymptotic equality in the Volterra algebra implies asymp-
totic equality in the bounded operators, as shown in the next theorem. The
choice of comparison kernels is motivated by the approximation methods
Eveson uses in [9].
4.1 Definition. For any µ P R, let eµ denote the function defined by
eµptq  eµt
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for all t P p0, 1q.
4.2 Theorem. Let k P L1p0, 1q be a kernel such that
kn  αneβn
for some real nets pαnqnPI , pβnqnPI , where limn βn  8.Then as elements of
BpLpp0, 1qq for any p P r1,8s,
V nk  αnVeβn .
Proof. Using the standard estimate for the numerator,
V nk  αnVeβnpαnVeβnp ¤
}kn  αneβn}1αnVeβnp
 }k
n  αneβn}1
}αneβn}1
}αneβn}1αnVeβnp
 }k
n  αneβn}1
}αneβn}1
peβn  1q{βnVeβnp .
Eveson [9] provides an asymptotic formula for the norm of Veµ , given by
Veµp  Cpeµµ
as µ Ñ 8, where Cp is a constant depending only on p. In particular,βn Veβnp {Cpeβn
Ñ 1 as nÑ 8.
So V nk  αnVeβnpαnVeβnp ¤
}kn  αneβn}1
}αneβn}1
peβn  1q{βn
Cpeβn{βn
Cpe
βn{βnVeβnp
(as long as βn ¡ 0, which is true for sufficiently large n). The first term tends
to zero by the assumptions on k, and the middle term tends to 1{Cp, since
βn Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8. Finally, the last term tends to 1 as n Ñ 8, from the
definition of Cp
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Hence V nk  αnVeβnpαnVeβnp Ñ 0
as nÑ 8, as required.
4.3 Corollary. Let k P L1p0, 1q. If kn  αn1βn for some αn, βn, where
βn Ñ 8, then
V nk  αnV βn .
Proof. Since βn Ñ 8 choose N such that βn ¡ 1 for all n ¥ N . For all
t P p0, 1q, ln t ¤ t 1, from which it follows that
tβn1 ¤ e1βnepβn1qt (∗)
for all n ¥ N , and consequently
1βn ¤ e
1βn
Γpβn  1qeβn1.
Call the right-hand-side fn. Then for n ¥ N ,
1βn  fn1 
» 1
0
 tβn1Γpβn  1q 
e1βn
Γpβn  1qe
pβn1qt
 dt
 1
Γpβn  1q
» 1
0
e1βnepβn1qt  tβn1 dt by (∗)
 1
Γpβn  1q

1  e1βn
βn  1 
1
βn



1
βn
 e1βn
Γpβnq .
So 1βn  fn1
}1βn}1

1
βn
e1βn
Γpβnq
1{Γpβnq 
1
βn
 e1βn
which tends to zero as βn Ñ 8. Hence
kn  αn1βn  αne
1βn
Γpβn  1qeβn1,
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and the result follows from Theorem 4.2.
4.4 Lemma. For any f, g P L1p0, 1q and any µ P R,
pfeµq  pgeµq  pf  gqeµ.
Proof. Fix f, g P L1p0, 1q and µ P R. Then for any t P p0, 1q,
pfeµ  geµqptq 
» t
0
fpt sqeµptsqgpsqeµs ds

» t
0
fpt sqgpsqeµt ds
 eµt
» t
0
fpt sqgpsq ds
 ppf  gqeµqptq.
4.5 Corollary. Let f P L1p0, 1q and µ P R. Then
pfeµqn  fneµ
for all n P N.
4.6 Lemma. Let V be a normed vector algebra and T P BpV q an invertible
map with bounded inverse. Then if tunu, tvnu are sequences in V such that
un  vn, then
Tun  Tvn.
Proof. Since T is bounded, }T pun  vnq} ¤ }T } }un  vn}, and since T is
invertible, so also
}un} 
T1Tun ¤ T1 }Tun} .
Hence }Tun  Tvn}
}Tun} ¤
}T } }un  vn}
}un} { }T1}  }T }
T1 }un  vn}}un} .
Hence limn
}TunTvn}
}Tun}  0, so Tun  Tvn.
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4.7 Proposition. Let V nk1  V nk2 on Lpp0, 1q. Then, for any µ P R,
V nk1eµ  V nk2eµ .
Proof. Let Mh denote the multiplication operator with symbol h. Then, for
any f P Lpp0, 1q, t P p0, 1q,
rMeµVkM1eµ f sptq  reµpk  feµqsptq
 eµt
» t
0
kpt sqfpsqeµs ds

» t
0
kpt sqfpsqeµteµs ds

» t
0
kpt sqeµptsqfpsq ds
 rpkeµq  f sptq
 rVkeµf sptq
It is then immediate that V nk1eµ  MeµV nk1M1eµ , and similarly for Vk2eµ . The
result follows from Lemma 4.6.
4.8 Lemma. For all α ¡ 0 and n P N,
}1n α}
}1n} ¤
1
nα
.
Proof. Fix α ¡ 0. Then for any n P N,
}1n α}
}1n} 
1{Γpn  α   1q
1{Γpn  1q 
Γpn  1q
Γpn  1   αq .
Since Γ is log-convex and logpΓpxqq is increasing for x ¡ 2, so
logpΓpn  1   αqq ¥ logpΓpn  1qq   α d
dx
plogpΓpxqqq|xn 1.
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The derivative of log Γ at a positive integer is given by
plog Γq1pn  1q  Γ
1pn  1q
Γpn  1q  γ  
n¸
k1
1
k
where γ is Euler’s constant. It follows from the integral test [1, Theorem 12-
23] that
°n
k1
1
k
¥ logpnq   γ, so combining this and the above expressions
gives
logpΓpn  1   αqq ¥ logpΓpn  1qq   α logpnq.
Hence Γpn  1   αq ¥ nαΓpn  1q for all n P N. So
}1n α}
}1n} 
Γpn  1q
Γpn  1   αq ¤
Γpn  1q
nαΓpn  1q 
1
nα
as required.
4.1 Asymptotics of Perturbations
The asymptotic behaviour of the norms of iterates of the classical Volterra
operator acting on L2p0, 1q have been established by various means (see for
example [13]). In [8] and [9], Eveson gives more details, calculating the norms
of iterates of more general convolution operators in L2p0, 1q and Lpp0, 1q
respectively.
In this chapter, Eveson’s work is built upon to give a result which is ap-
plicable to a larger class of kernels, at the cost of slightly less sharp estimates
of the known results.
The main result of this chapter is the following theorem. This is phrased
in terms of functions in L1p0, 1q; this is because such statements can be
used to show results about operators on Lpp0, 1q, for any p P r1,8s, using
Corollary 4.3.
4.9 Theorem. If h, r P L1p0, 1q, pn a sequence in N and α ¡ 0 are such that
i. hn  anepnµ ;
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ii. |hnptq| ¤ c anepnµ ptq for some c, all t P p0, 1q and all sufficiently large
n;
iii. |r| ¤ h  eαµ ;
iv. pαn{nÑ 8 as nÑ 8
for some µ P R and an a real sequence, then
ph  rqn  hn.
Remark. The Theorem states, then, that for “well-behaved” h and “small”
r, perturbation by r makes no difference to the asymptotics of convolution
powers of h.
This extends the work of Eveson [9, §4] by providing new criteria for
the size of the perturbation, as well as allowing more general kernels to be
perturbed. See Applications (page 52) for details.
Proof. We prove that ph rqn  anepnµ , and the result follows by transitivity
of asymptotic equality.
First notice that
ph  rqn  hn   rn  
n1¸
j1

n
j


hnj  rj
so that
ph  rqn  anepnµ  
rn   hn  anepnµ  
n1¸
j1

n
j


hnj  rj

¤ }rn}   hn  anepnµ   n1¸
j1

n
j

hnj  rj .
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Now using |r| ¤ h  eαµ , this gives
ph  rqn  anepnµ  ¤ hn  anepnµ   hn  eαnµ   n1¸
j1

n
j

hnj  hj  eαjµ 
 hn  anepnµ   n¸
j1

n
j

hn  eαjµ  .
Further using the estimate |hn| ¤ c anepnµ , this gives
ph  rqn  anepnµ  ¤ hn  anepnµ   n¸
j1

n
j


c
anepnµ  eαjµ 
 hn  anepnµ   c |an| n¸
j1

n
j

epn αjµ  .
So ph  rqn  anepnµ 
}anepnµ } ¤
hn  anepnµ 
}anepnµ }   c
n¸
j1

n
j

epn αjµ 
}epnµ } .
The centre term tends to zero as n Ñ 8, because hn  anepnµ as n Ñ 8,
and so it only remains to show that the final term tends to zero as nÑ 8.
Notice thateppn αjqµ 
}epnµ } ¤
maxt1, eµu
mint1, eµu
1ppn αjq
}1pn} ¤
maxt1, eµu
mint1, eµu
1
pαjn
and that
n¸
j1

n
j


1
pαjn


1   1
pαn

n
 1
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so that
lim
nÑ8
n¸
j1

n
j


1
pαjn
 lim
nÑ8

1   1
pαn

n
 1
 lim
nÑ8

1   1
pαn

pαnn{pαn
 1


lim
nÑ8

1   1
pαn

pαnlimnÑ8 n{pαn
 1
 e0  1  0
using a well-known expression for e and the assumption that pαn{n Ñ 8 as
nÑ 8. Hence °nj1  nj}eppn αjqµ }}epnµ } Ñ 0 as nÑ 8, and the result follows.
While this is a useful result, it relies on global bounds for both the kernel
to be disturbed, and the perturbation. The following lemma can be used to
relax this requirement.
4.10 Lemma. Let k, r P L1p0, 1q. If kn  anepnµ for some µ P R and an a
real sequence, and |knptq| ¤ c anepnµ ptq for some c ¡ 0, all t P p0, 1q and
all sufficiently large n, pn Ñ 8 as nÑ 8, and r is nilpotent, then
pk   rqn  kn.
Proof. First fix N P N such that rn  0 for all n ¡ N – that is, N ¥ 1{αprq.
Use the convolution binomial theorem to show that
pk   rqn  kn   rn  
n1¸
j1

n
j


rj  knj
but since r is nilpotent, if n ¡ N this becomes
pk   rqn  kn  
N¸
j1

n
j


rj  knj
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so that
}pk   rqn  kn}1
}kn}1
¤
N¸
j1

n
j

}rj  knj}1
}kn}1
.
Now }rj  knj}1 ¤ }rj}1
knjχp0,1jαprqq1, because rjptq  0 for all
t P p0, jαprqq.
But
³1jαprq
0
|knjptq| dt
}kn}1
¤
³1jαprq
0
c
anepnjµ ptq dt
}kn}1

³1jαprq
0
c
anepnjµ ptq dt
}anepnµ }1
anepnµ 1
}kn}1
¤ c1
anepnµ 1
}kn}1
³1jαprq
0
|1pnjptq| dt
}1pn}1
 c1
anepnµ 1
}kn}1

tpnj
Γppnj 1q
1jαprq
t0
tpn
Γppn 1q
1
t0
 c1
anepnµ 1
}kn}1
p1  jαprqqpnj{Γppnj   1q
1{Γppn   1q
 c1
anepnµ 1
}kn}1
Γppn   1q
Γppnj   1q p1  jαprqq
pnj .
The leftmost term tends to c1, because kn  anepnµ , and so the rightmost
term dominates, and the entire expression tends to zero as nÑ 8. Hence

n
j

}rj  knj}1
}kn}1
Ñ 0
as nÑ 8, for all j  1, . . . , N , and so
}pk   rqn  kn}1
}kn}1
Ñ 0
as nÑ 8.
4.11 Corollary. Let f, g P L1p0, 1q. If fn  anepnµ , for some µ P R and
an a real sequence, and |knptq| ¤ c
anepnµ ptq for some c, all t P p0, 1q and
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all sufficiently large n, pn Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8, and gptq  fptq for t P p0, εq for
some ε ¡ 0, then
gn  fn.
Proof. Let h  g  f ; then h is nilpotent, so from Lemma 4.10
pf   hqn  fn
and since f   h  g, so gn  fn.
For a large class of kernels, then, their asymptotic behaviour is determined
entirely by the values taken by the function around the origin.
4.12 Theorem. If h, r P L1p0, 1q, pn a sequence in N and α ¡ 0 are such
that
i. hn  anepnµ ;
ii. |hn| ¤ c anepnµ  for some c and all sufficiently large n;
iii. |rptq| ¤ ph  eαµ qptq for all t P p0, εq, for some ε ¡ 0;
iv. pαn{nÑ 8 as nÑ 8
for some µ P R and an a real sequence, then
ph  rqn  hn.
4.2 Applications
Theorem 4.12 can be used to show that, for a large class of kernels, the
asymptotic behaviour of ~Vk~p depends only on the values that k takes near
the origin.
4.13 Lemma. Let f P L1p0, 1q be such that fp0q  0 and
fptq  fp0q   f 1p0qt  Opt1 εq
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around the origin, for some ε ¡ 0. Let µ  f 1p0q{fp0q. Then
fn  pfp0qeµqn
and
V nf  V nfp0qeµ
as operators on any Lpp0, 1q space.
Proof. Let q  f  fp0qeµ, and notice that qp0q  q1p0q  0. Hence qptq 
Opt1 εq; that is,
|q| ¤ c12 ε
for some constant c, and in particular
|q| ¤ c1 pfp0qeµq2 ε .
So, by Theorem 4.12
pfp0qeµ   qqn  pfp0qeµqn
as required.
The operator statement is immediate from the first part and Corollary 4.3.
The next result is similar in character, but holds for a larger class of
kernels. Note that this Lemma is modelled after [9, 4.3], but does not provide
as sharp a result.
4.14 Lemma. Let f P L1p0, 1q be such that fp0q  0 and fptq  fp0q  
f 1p0qt  Opt1 εq at the origin, for some ε ¡ 0. Let µ  f 1p0q{fp0q. Then
p1afqn  pfp0qeaµ qn
and
V n1af  pfp0qVeaµ qn
as operators on any Lpp0, 1q space, for any a ¡ 0.
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Proof. As before, let q  1af1afp0qeµ. Differentiating shows that q1p0q 
qp0q  0, so that qptq  Opt2q, or |q| ¤ c13 for some constant c.
Letting h  fp0qeaµ , so |q| ¤ ch12. This therefore satisfies the assump-
tions of Theorem 4.12, and we conclude that
ph  qqn  hn
or, rearranging, that
p1afqn  pfp0qeaµ qn
as required.
The operator statement is immediate from the first part and Corollary 4.3.
The results above are already known from the literature [9], but the fol-
lowing results, culminating in Theorem 4.18, provide a new class of examples.
4.15 Lemma. Let k P L1p0, 1q be defined by
kptq  e
1{t
?
pit3{2
.
Then
knptq  ne
n2{t
?
pit3{2
and furthermore
kn  ne
n2Γpn2   1
2
q?
pi
1n
21
2
as nÑ 8.
In order to prove this, the following technical lemma is required.
4.16 Lemma. Let pknqnPN  L1p0, 1q be defined by
knptq  en{t
for all n P N. Then
kn  enΓpn  1q1n 1
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as nÑ 8.
Proof. We wish to show that
en{t  entn
}entn} 
³1
0
en{t  entn dt³1
0
|entn| dt Ñ 0
as n Ñ 8; this is simplified by the integrands of both expressions being
single-signed. Notice that t logptq 1 ¥ t for all t P p0, 1q; from this it follows
that
logptq  1 ¥ 1
t
te1 ¥ e1{t
entn ¥ en{t
for any n P N, and therefore
entn  en{t ¥ 0
for all n P N and all t P p0, 1q.
So en{t  entn
}entn} 
³1
0
entn  en{t dt³1
0
entn dt
 1 
³1
0
en{t dt³1
0
entn dt
.
Taking these integrals individually, it is easy to show that
» 1
0
entn dt  e
n
n  1
while the other integral can be transformed using the substitution s  1
t» 1
0
en{t dt 
» 8
1
1
s2
ens ds
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and further substituting u  s 1, this becomes
» 8
0
enpu 1q
pu  1q2 du  e
n
» 8
0
enu
pu  1q2 ds  e
npLfqpnq
where fpuq  1{pu  1q2.
The asymptotics of fpuq as uÑ 0 are simply computed using a binomial
expansion, so that fpuq  1 2u Opu2q as uÑ 0. Then Watson’s Lemma
shows that
pLfqpnq  1
n
 2
n2
  O

1
n3


.
as nÑ 8. So, taking just the first term of the expansion,
³1
0
en{t dt³1
0
entn dt
 e
n{n
en{pn  1q
 n  1
n
as nÑ 8, and so en{t  entn
}entn}  1 
n  1
n
which tends to zero as nÑ 8.
Proof of Lemma 4.15. A standard integral transform [14, Table 5.30, p41]
shows that
Lpkqpsq  e2
?
s
and therefore
Lpknqpsq  e2n
?
s  e2
?
pn2sq  Lpkqpn2sq.
Substituting this into the definition of Lpkq and using the substitution u 
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n2t gives
Lpkqpn2sq 
» 8
0
e1{t?
pit3{2
en
2st dt

» 8
0
en
2{u
?
piu3{2{n3 e
su 1
n2
du

» 8
0
nen
2{u
?
piu3{2
esu du .
By the uniqueness of the Laplace transform this shows that kn has the form
knptq  ne
n2{t
?
pit3{2
.
The result now follows from Lemma 4.16, by using the multiplicative
operator M : fptq ÞÑ fptq{t3{2 and Lemma 4.6, and noticing that Γpn  
1q1n 1ptq{t3{2  Γpn  1
2
q1n12 .
4.17 Corollary. For k defined as in Lemma 4.15 and h P L1p0, 1q defined
by hptq  t2kptq,
h  p1  1
2
13{2q  k.
Proof. The previous proof establishes that
Lpkqpsq 
» 8
0
e1{t?
pit3{2
est dt  e2
?
s
so by differentiating under the integral this gives
d
ds
e2
?
s 
» 8
0
B
Bs

e1{t?
pit3{2
est


dt  
» 8
0
e1{t?
pit1{2
est dt
and for general n P N,
dn
dsn
e2
?
s 
» 8
0
p1qn e
1{ttn?
pit3{2
est dt .
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In particular, for n  2, this shows that
Lphqpsq 
» 8
0
e1{tt2?
pit3{2
est dt  d
2
ds2
e2
?
s
 e2
?
s

1
2s3{2
  1
s


 Lpkqpsq  Lp1
2
13{2   1qpsq
and therefore, by uniqueness of Laplace transforms, that
h  k  p1  1
2
13{2q.
The preceeding Corollary is used to give a class of examples of kernels
with similar characteristics to k.
4.18 Theorem. Let k P L1p0, 1q be as defined in Lemma 4.15, and let f P
L1p0, 1q be linear + Opt2q at the origin, with fp0q  0. Then
pkfqn  pkfp0qeµqn
as nÑ 8, where µ  f 1p0q{fp0q.
Proof. Given that f is linear + Opt2q at the origin, there must exist an ε ¡ 0
such that fptq  fp0qeµt  ct2 on p0, εq, for some c P R. Corollary 4.11 shows
that
pkfqn  pkfp0qeµ   rqn
where rptq  ckptqt2; it only remains to check the conditions of Theorem 4.9.
First notice from Lemma 4.15 that kn  an1pn , where pn  n2 12 . The
proof of the Lemma also provides the second condition, that kn ¤ an1pn .
From Corollary 4.17 it is seen that r  k  p1  1
2
13{2q; in particular
r ¤ k  pδ1q
for some δ ¡ 1  1{?pi. This fixes α  1 (in the statement of the Theorem),
and so β  1 (recalling Lemma 4.8 on the unit kernel). The final condition
can then be checked: pβn{n  pn2  12q{nÑ 8.
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So by Theorem 4.9, pk   rqn  kn.
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Chapter 5
The Commutant of a
Convolution Operator
In [7], Erdos shows that any bounded operator on L2p0, 1q that commutes
with the classical Volterra operator is in the strongly closed algebra generated
by V ; that is, with A P BpL2p0, 1qq such that AV  V A, for any any ε ¡ 0
and f P L2p0, 1q there exists a polynomial P such that P p0q  0 and
}pP pV q  Aqf}2   ε.
The proof used is easily generalised to Vk P BpL2p0, 1qq, as long as k is a
polynomial generator for L1p0, 1q. However, the methods used rely on the
Hilbert-space nature of L2p0, 1q, so the question of whether the commutant
of Vk P BpLpp0, 1qq is contained in the strongly closed algebra generated by
Vk requires different techniques to answer.
Before tackling that, some results about the strongly-closed algebra gen-
erated by Vk are required. Since convolution operators commute with one-
another, the most basic result in this class is the observation that Vk generates
all convolution operators.
5.1 Lemma. Let k be a polynomial generator for L1p0, 1q, and fix p P r1,8s;
let Vk P BpLpp0, 1qq be defined in the usual way. Then for any g P L1p0, 1q,
Vg is in the norm-closure of the algebra generated by Vk.
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Proof. Fix g P L1p0, 1q and let ε ¡ 0. Since k is a polynomial generator for
L1p0, 1q, there exists a convolution polynomial P such that
}g  P pkq}1   ε
and therefore
~Vg  P pVkq~p 
Vg  VP pkqp  VgP pkqp ¤ }g  P pkq}1   ε
and therefore Vg is in the norm-closure of xVky, as required.
While the Volterra algebra does not contain an identity element, it does
contain an approximate identity – a net peiqiPI such that }ei  f  f}1 Ñ 0
for all f P L1p0, 1q. If k is a polynomial generator for L1p0, 1q, then the
subalgebra of L1p0, 1q generated by k also contains an approximate identity,
as the following result shows.
5.2 Lemma. Let k be a polynomial generator for L1p0, 1q, and fix p P r1,8s.
Then spantkn : n P Nu contains a bounded approximate identity for Lpp0, 1q.
Proof. To show the existence of an approximate identity, it is enough [3,
Prop. 2.9.14] to show that for any ε ¡ 0 and an arbitrary finite set of functions
F  Lpp0, 1q there exists a polynomial P such that
}P pkq  f  f}p   ε
for all f P F . If, in addition, there exists A ¡ 0 such that }P pkq}1 ¤ A for
each P so chosen, then the approximate identity is bounded.
Choose a sequence penqnPN  L1p0, 1q that is an approximate identity for
L1p0, 1q, bounded by A ¡ 0. Choose δ ¡ 0.
Fix a finite set F  Lpp0, 1q; then there exists eN P L1p0, 1q such that
}eN  f  f}p   ε{2
for all f P F .
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Now since k is a polynomial generator for L1p0, 1q there exists a polyno-
mial P such that
}P pkq  eN}1   min
#
δ,
ε
2 maxt}f}p : f P F u
+
,
so that
}P pkq}1 ¤ }P pkq  eN}1   }eN}1   δ   A.
Now
}P pkq  f  f}p  }P pkq  f  eN  f   eN  f  f}p
¤ }pP pkq  eNq  f}p   }eN  f  f}p
¤ }P pkq  eN}1 }f}p   }eN  f  f}p
¤ ε }f}p
2 maxt}f}p : f P F u
  ε
2
¤ ε
for all f P F , and }P pkq}1   A  δ, as required.
Remark. Since δ was chosen arbitrarily in the proof above, this shows that
not only does the algebra generated by k contain a bounded approximate
identity, but that the bound can be chosen to be arbitrarily close to 1.
5.3 Theorem. Let k P L1p0, 1q be a polynomial generator for L1p0, 1q, fix
p P r1,8s, and let Vk P BpLpp0, 1qq. Then the commutant of Vk is equal to
the strongly closed algebra generated by Vk.
Proof. Let Vk be the strongly-closed algebra generated by Vk, and let A P
BpLpp0, 1qq commute with Vk. Then A commutes with all B P Vk, since B 
limPnpVkq for some sequence of polynomials, and multiplication is continuous
in the strong operator topology. So
AB  A limPnpVkq  lim pAPnpVkqq  lim pPnpVkqAq  lim pPnpVkqqA  BA.
If A  Vk (which trivially commutes with itself), this shows that B commutes
with Vk, for any B P Vk. So Vk is a subset of the commutant of Vk.
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Now fix A P BpLpp0, 1qq, commuting with Vk. We aim to show that
A P Vk.
For any g P L1p0, 1q, Lemma 5.1 shows that Vg P Vk, and the above
calculation shows that A commutes with Vg. So for any f P Lpp0, 1q,
AVkf  AVfk  VfAk  VAkf
and so AVk  VAk P Vk.
To show that A P Vk, it is enough to show that, for any ε ¡ 0 and any
finite set of functions F  Lpp0, 1q there exists a polynomial S such that
}Af  SpVkqf}p ¤ ε
for all f P F .
Fix ε ¡ 0 and let P be a polynomial such that
}Af  P pVkqAf}p   ε{2
for all f (which is guaranteed to exist by Lemma 5.2).
Let T be the polynomial defined by T pxq  P pxq{x. This is a polynomial,
because P has zero constant term. Now T pVkq is a bounded operator, given
by
T pVkq  a1I  
N¸
n2
anV
n1
k
where P pxq  °Nn1 anxn.
Now let Q be a polynomial with Qp0q  0 such that
}pVkAQpVkqqf}p   ε{ ~T pVkq~p
for all f , which exists because VkA P Vk. Define the polynomial S by Spxq 
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T pxqQpxq. This has Sp0q  0, so that SpVkq P Vk. Then
}P pVkqAf  SpVkqf}p 

N¸
n1
anV
n
k Af 

a1QpVkqf  
N¸
n2
anV
n1
k QpVkqf

p

a1pVkAQpVkqqf  
N¸
n1
anV
n1
k pVkAQpVkqqf

p
¤
a1I  
N¸
n1
anV
n1
k

p
}pVkAQpVkqqf}p
 ~T pVkq~p }pVkAQpVkqqf}p
¤ ~T pVkq~p
ε
2~T pVkq~p
 ε{2
and therefore
}Af  SpVkqf}p ¤ }Af  P pVkqf}p   }P pVkqf  SpVkqf}p ¤ ε
for all f P F . Hence A P Vk, and therefore the commutant of Vk is a subset
of Vk.
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cyclic operator, 25
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Fourier transform, 11
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Index of Symbols
 – asymptotic equality, 24
α – minimum support, 11
BpLppXqq – bounded operators on
LppXq, 21
CpXq – continuous functions on X,
19
eµ – the exponential function, 43
F – Fourier transform, 11
fn – convolution power, 9
L – Laplace transform, 11
LppXq – p-integrable functions on
X, 8
MpXq – measurable functions on
X, 8
}f}p – p-norm, 8
~A~p – operator norm on BpLppXqq,
21
p1 – Ho¨lder conjugate of p, 20
span – algebraic span, 25
τa – left-shift, 13
V – classical Volterra operator, 23
V – Volterra algebra, 10
Vk – convolution operator, 22
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